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Abstract - The United States Air Force (USAF) is implementing an
integrated net-centric system of systems for airborne operations in
support of the global war on terror (GWOT). The GWOT demands
that a successful architecture framework transforms and delivers
net-centric assets to the war-fighter in a timely manner. A critical
component of this implementation is the transformation of legacy
strategic air platforms into net-centric air power assets operating
within a system of systems. The System Architectural (SA)
framework, and the Department of Defense Architectural
Framework (DoDAF) are ways of managing complexity and
organizing information within a system of systems network. This
paper will explore and compare these architectural frameworks;
show examples used in a system of systems network; and illustrate
how the DoDAF can successfully define the transformation of a
legacy weapon system into a net-centric asset.
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II. DISCUSSION

Architectures can be conceived as systems, software
architectures or enterprise architectures. A framework

supports the development of how to describe architectures.
Architectural frameworks are tools to manage the complexity
of systems and establish methods to communicate and
describe architectures.
Architecture frameworks also
establish standards and define the system by presenting a
common set of information with multiple perspectives. There
are several types of architectural frameworks. The System
Architectural framework promotes
effective system design
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and our architectures with the other services so that we jointly
approach the problem from a strategic level."[2]

INTRODUCTION

In an April 2002 speech, former USAF Chief of Staff
Gen. John P. Jumper established the service's road map for
net-centric operations. Gen. Jumper stated that the USAF
must use net-centric operations to shorten the kill chain
through increased battle space awareness and machine-tomachine interfaces. USAF combat operations in support of
the GWOT activity in Afghanistan and Iraq already confirm
the primary net-centric operational requirements: first,
increase shared data to all sensors and shooters; secondly,
maintain short sensor-to-shooter chains; and finally, engage
targets on the network with network enabled weapon systems
and weapons.111 Time-sensitive targeting, battle space
awareness and collaborative targeting are specific functions
of net-centric operations. So, whenever a sensor or shooter
encounters enemy forces, data-sharing occurs across the
battle space to shorten the kill-chain in a time-critical combat
environment.
As the complexity of weapon systems and technologies
continue to grow, there is great need for modeling tools and
architectural frameworks to guide these systems toward a
method of cohesiveness and integration. Major Gen. Charles
B. Croom Jr., former USAF Director for Command, Control,
Communication, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnaissance (C4ISR) stated, "Future platform success will
depend on how much it contributes to the network to shorten
the kill chain and achieve time-critical targeting... We're
working very hard on our vision, our concept of operations

An example of the SA framework is the

Zachman (figure 1) framework.[3] It was developed by John
Zachman at IBM and introduced in 1987 as a highly formal
and structured approach to define an Enterprise Architecture
(BA). It consists of viewpoints or perspectives by various
stakeholders or participants.

..

Figure 1 - The Zachman Framework for Enterprise
Architecture

These views are based on functional areas (What, How,
Where, Who, When and Why) from the perspective of the
participants. The framework supports goals, customers, time
constraints and supporting infrastructure. It is an essential
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work level where more detail is provided and there is
backward requirements traceability.
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easier to access the information throughout the life cycle. In
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comparison to the DoDAF, the Zachman framework doesn't
specify the design tradeoffs or architectural work products,
although there is detail in the cell matrix. The framework
doesn't have specified compliance rules for architectural
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complexity of an enterprise. There is also a cost impact when
and
developing this type of framework due to the analysis and
The
complexity of the system and resolution. The Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA) incorporated the Zachman framework
as a tool for managing key products and allocating a baseline
the
for the VA systems.
Probably the most important architectural framework is the arhtcueves n r oprbeadcnitgrat
Department of Defense (DoD) Architectural Framework. [4] across joint and multi-national organizational boundaries.
The DoDAF (figure 2) uses a common approach for C4ISR is a framework for describing how the military
describing and comparing DoD architectures and is used for structure communicates tactics and deployment activities to
multi-level applications. The framework's objective is to build interoperable and cost effective military systems. This
provide guidelines for developing a standardized architecture framework gives you a full perspective on the system and
approach for architectural descriptions and to ensure makes it easier to communicate across interconnected
interoperability and communication among and across systems or external networks. The DoDAF is mandatory for
different services and commands. The DoD architecture is all architectures within the Department of Defense C41SR
divided into three major views that represent different architecture and other interr elated elements (figure 3)J 7]
The C4ISR framework is a vital part of the United States
products of the architecture. The views are the Operational
View (OV), the Systems View (SV), and the Technical Army Future Combat System (FCS). This net-centric system
Standards View (TV). A fourth view is concerned with all is the Army's modernization program with an objective of
views. The OV and SV describe the system and how it transforming the current force structure to "future forces"~in
should operate. The TV describes standards and rules for the an integrated combat environment. The FCS net-centric
architecture. There are a total of twenty-six different work system is connected to the C4ISR framework by multi-layer
products that DoDAF defines from architectural networks. The C4ISR framework system serves as a vital and
development. The architectural products depict graphical, critical link to soldiers and other military command
textual, and tabular items developed in course of building personnel. The network and its training systems enable the
architecture descriptionsY]5 Some drawbacks of the DoDAF future forces to employ advanced operational and
organization concepts to empower the soldiers to persevere
are that some defense organizations are often not prepared to
handle automatic capture of all of the information structure in on the battlefield by disseminating critical information.
Several systems will incrementally enable net-centric
the framework. There is also a tendency to depend on
USAF
The Multifunctional Information
operations.
outside vendor support and capability in order for DoD
Distribution
Volume Terminal (MIDS-LVT) is
System-Low
organizations to capture, model, analyze, and distribute key
information (represented in the operational, systems and an advanced Link- 16 command, control, communications,
technical views). Another disadvantage is that the OV-4, for and intelligence (C31) system incorporating high-capacity,
example, only describes organizational relationships and the jam-resistant, digital communication links for exchange of
interaction of the people in the organization. It does not near real-time tactical information, including both data and
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Situation Awareness - defines the battle-space
around the weapon system subject to MMI

interpretation.
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Although the USAF usually designates its platforms as
"sensor" and "shooter" systems, a net-centric perspective
distinguishes these platforms as 'node' and 'asset' systems.
In the vision for the battle space future, the USAF command
structure will use airborne nodes and assets to interdict and
target enemy forces. An airborne node is a weapon system
platform that transmits and receives net-centric air operations
information that provides direction to assigned and attached
air assets in the accomplishment of a mission. This
information includes command and control (C2), surveillance
data, mission data, navigational data, target data, target
engagement, weapon management data, weapon employment
threat
warning data, electronic warfare data,' and weather
dhreata.
data.
An example of a 'node' is the E-3 "Sentry" Airborne
Warning and Control (AWACS) aircraft. The E-3 uses the
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) to
transmit and receive secure and anti-jam net-centric air
operations information via the Joint Tactical Radio System.
The E-3 completed capability upgrades in 2001 to the JTIDS
which included an increase in the memory capacity of the
host computers, and electronic support measures (ESM) for
passive detection of air and surface threat radar emitters.
These upgrades enable the E-3 to efficiently operate in the
net-centric operational environment.[9]
An airborne asset is a weapon system platform with the
following primary attributes:
Sensor Integration - is the automatic correlation of
data and information from multiple sources; subject
to Man-Machine Interface (MMI) interpretation;
Target Engagement - defines the weapon system

lethality ("bombs on target");
Mission Readiness - transfers and executes mission
data (how);
Navigation - determines precision engagement
(when, where);
Threat Avoidance - describes the weapon system
survivability; subject to MMI1\4 prioritization; and

A critical component of this architectural implementation is
the transformation of legacy strategic air platforms into netcentric air power assets. Strategic assets, by definition,
project the nation's air power on a global scale. hi the
conventional warfare environment, strategic air assets were
,the long-range bomber force - the B-52, B-1, and B-2
weapon systems. In the net-centric warfare environment,
strategic air assets are all platforms that project force upon
the enemy. In this environment long-range bomber aircraft
and short-range fighter aircraft - the F- 15, F- 16, F- 18, and F22 - are also global strategic assets.

The incremental net-centric architectural upgrades, MIDStaegcastarpafrswl
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reveals the impact of the incremental net-centric upgrades.
The baseline operational capability
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(figure 4) provides

secure

of the MIDS-LVT
and anti-jam net-centric air

operations information. With this baseline capability, sensor

integration provides minimal data beyond on-board sources
such as radar or infrared pods. Target engagement, the
system lethality, is adaptive over a given period of

wao
time. Mission readiness is also adaptive over a given period
of time. MIDS-LVT serves as a navigation aid by providing
relative navigation position-keeping functions through the use
of precise participant location and identification (PPLI) Link16 messages in addition to the on-board inertia navigation
system and global positioning system. Threat avoidance data
is minimal for the electronic warfare on-board source. And
situation awareness capability remains linited to the line-of

sight operational environment.

Situation Awareness

I

Threat Avoidance

Target Engagement
Mission Readiness

Navigation

Figure 4 - MIDS-LVT Kiviat Chart
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The architecture can accomplish this objective by
successfully meeting these challenges.

III. CONCLUSION
Sensor Integration

As increasing demands are placed on systems to become
more net-centric, there is an increasing approach for systems
to become more purpose driven. The System Architectural
Threat Avoidance
Mission Readiness
Framework; and the Department of Defense Architectural
Framework provide templates that allow the implementation
Navigation
and interoperability of individual and net-centric systems.
Many organizations develop and implement these
architectural frameworks as a way to innovate and cohesively
manage complex systems. Depending on the application, the
framework chosen should be based on the organization need,
Figure 5 - JTRS Kiviat Chart
size and complexity of the architecture. The objective of the
is to provide guidelines for developing a
..
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Mission readiness or mission data is also adaptive in near commands. A key component for GWOT success is the
JTRS provides excellent navigation data
real-time.
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functions of net-centric operations. MIDS-LVT, and JTRS will incrementally enable net-centric air operations. This
There are distinct advantagesandchallengeswitht
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transformation of legacy systems to net-centric systems. One information. includes
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architectural advantage of transforming an existing legacy
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to adaptive distributive systems. There are
The primary challenge is to manage the migration of legacy also capabilities
challenges. Implementation of the net-centric
systems to increased interoperability while providing the
maximum~.
level of resblt. Anohe chleg.st
transformation must manage the migration of legacy weapon
e infl
systems by balancing interoperability with reusability. In
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addition
care must be taken to manage the growth in
of new and timely data. The node net-centric capability for
'
providing target sets must enhance the existing database of The successful transformation of a
legacy air weapon system
target information within the asset legacy system. [11]
to
a net-centric node or asset recognizes these inherent
For example, the initial operational net-centric capability of
MIDS-LVT defines the environment 'limit' and ensures that advantages, and manages these challenges.
Future highly capable net-centric systems will continue to
the man to machine interface maintains the same point of
battle space awareness for command and control, and
expand
reference. The MIDS-LVT SV-2 architectural framework
air weapon systems. At this point, a review of
(figure 6) illustrates the limits; and additional data does not legacy
'lessons
learned' from current net-centric transformation
change the informational displays and 12formats. The system
programs
will support future legacy air weapon system
A depiction of the
uses existing data-bus to transfer
transformation.
JTRS SV-2 (figure 7) shows how a legacy system with an
open architecture allows the addition of net-centric
components and improved data-bus capability to transfer
data.['3] Regardless of implementation, the node net-centric
capability for providing target sets must enhance the existing
database of target information within the asset legacy
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